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PREAMBLE



What came next?



Filmmakers make documentaries for audiences, plain and simple, but in such a rapidly changing marketplace, discovering and buying documentaries for audiences is not so plain or simple. In 2014, Hot Docs launched Learning from Documentary Audiences: A Market Research Study (referred to throughout this study as DAR 2014), which surveyed viewing habits across Canada, drawing from thousands of completed questionnaires and a five-city focus group tour. We wanted to understand the people who were in the market for documentaries, to get to the bottom of how they discovered, shared, rented, purchased, and ultimately watched documentaries. In other words, how had the audience’s habits adjusted to market, industry, and cultural changes?



Four years later, we found ourselves in a changing marketplace and digital landscape. We observed Netflix as an industry and culturally dominant force, scooping up films for large figures out of major festivals. Meanwhile, docs had become (even) cooler. The doc film industry had experienced a series of theatrical documentary blockbuster hits, and grew exponentially.1



Via the 2014 study (available at https://www.hotdocs.ca/i/learning-from-documentary-audiences), Hot Docs discovered some illuminating insights from documentary audiences, who provided data-based evidence for many of our intuitive beliefs. We now had data to back up what we’d been positing. Documentary audiences, for example, were willing to pay for documentaries, if they could only find them. Contrary to broadcasters’ views of the marketplace, audiences put value and worth in documentaries. Discovering docs was still a challenge for audiences and they relied on film reviews and word of mouth to show them the way, but it was clear that they were eager to watch documentaries. The only thing really holding them back was a difficulty in finding and accessing documentaries in the first place. For filmmakers, the research affirmed the importance of marketing their films to audiences. It provided empirical proof of what we, as filmmakers and festival organizers, already knew: (a) audiences were hungry for more docs, and (b) they gave value and worth to documentaries, which should help encourage those who are funding them to work a little harder and invest even more. In response, Hot Docs designed Doc Ignite, a workshop series focusing on documentary marketing and audience engagement. We created tools that would help filmmakers work with publicists, distributors and agents to help promote their films across exhibition platforms. Additionally, we presented strategies to support integrated distribution for successful film releases. Hot Docs held these workshops across Canada and around the world, educating filmmakers and offering hands-on practical tools to improve exhibition and exploitation of their work, directed by the audience research.



Coupled with these commercial booms was a deepening movement to use documentaries to foster social impact. This movement aimed to mobilize audiences through non-fiction storytelling. Training, engagement, and funding opportunities for impact documentaries drove audience engagement campaigns that propelled the popularity of documentaries even more.2 We were curious to see how our audiences had adjusted to market, industry, and cultural changes. We wanted to know what changed in their relationship to documentaries. The result? This very report: Hot Docs Documentary Audience Research 2018. This latest piece of research necessarily builds on the prior research, but also adds a few new points of inquiry. This new document continues the story of documentary viewing in Canada and provides more insight into our understanding of the Canadian audience.



Goals of the Study This research, conducted by Leger on behalf of Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival (Hot Docs), aimed to (a) understand the current viewing habits of the documentary audience in Canada, and (b) show how they have evolved from the last survey (i.e. DAR 2014).



Method An online survey of 3,607 Canadians who watch documentaries was completed between June 12 and July 30, 2018. The survey was collected in both English and French. A portion of the sample was collected via an open link disseminated by Hot Docs (n=3,106), while another portion was collected using Leger’s online panel (n=501). The margin of error for a study of this size is +/-1.6%, 19 times out of 20.



5 Where applicable, this year’s data has been compared to Hot Docs’ 2014 study, entitled Learning from Documentary Audiences: A Market Research Study, referred to in this study as DAR 2014. In that study, 3,271 Canadians were surveyed online between April and June of 2014, and the reported margin of error was +/-2.2%. Indicates a significant increase from 2014. Indicates a significant decrease from 2014.



Approach To allow for the greatest participation, the survey was promoted through social media and through the following outreach partners: ArtsLink NB, Atlantic International Film Festival, Available Light Film Festival, Belleville Downtown DocFest, BC Alliance for Arts + Culture, Calgary International Film Festival, Creative BC, DOXA Documentary Film Festival, The Harvard Seal Documentary Film Club, imagineNATIVE Film Festival, Inside Out, Knowledge Network, Lunenburg Doc Fest, National Film Board of Canada, National Screen Institute, NorthwestFest, Nunavut Film Development Corporation, Reel Asian International Film Festival, Rencontres internationales du documentaire de Montréal, TVO, Vancouver International Film Festival, and Yorkton Film Festival.



Limitations With the intention of reaching audiences who were already watching documentaries, this study was mainly limited to documentary audiences recruited via email or through the social media channels of Hot Docs (or one of its affiliate partners who agreed to participate in the online survey). For this reason, regional data is skewed towards the communities in which Hot Docs and/or its partner organizations are based, and may not represent the full scope of documentary viewiership across the country. This year, a larger percentage of rural and Quebec respondents was realized, but the numbers are still low relative to national averages (i.e. only 4% identifying as rural, and 6% from Quebec), so any regional differences still need to be interpreted with caution. As well, some of the affiliate partners enlisted to help broadcast the survey access link were not related to documentary film festivals. This may have an effect on the results this year. As an example, this year’s results show a decrease in viewers who attend a film festival. This result could be due to having more respondents



outside of the festival community (but who are still documentary viewers) being invited to complete the survey. Likewise, we show fewer viewers attending films in theatres than in 2014, despite the Hot Docs Ted Rogers Cinema reporting strong increases in viewership. This change, then, is likely due to the survey having more respondents from outside of Toronto this year. As a result, a direct comparison of the 2014 and 2018 demographic profiles (as it relates to the documentary viewer) is not possible due to the expansion of the survey base. That being said, several trends still persist in that women, urban dwellers, Ontario residents, higher-income, and higher-education individuals still define the respondent sample. Finally, the survey asked people questions pertaining to the “past three years.” (For example, “Compared to three years ago, do you watch more documentaries?”) This style of question was meant to be consistent with the 2014 wording of the questions, where questions also addressed the “past three years.” These questions were therefore not meant to fill the four-year gap between the two surveys and measure change specific to that time period.



Structure of the Report The main body of this report is divided into four sections: 1. Viewership, which describes who is viewing, what they are viewing, and how often. It also includes an analysis of platforms and devices used to view documentaries. 2. Discovering Documentaries, which discusses how viewers access and learn about new documentaries. 3. Paying for Documentaries, which presents when and how much viewers will pay for content. 4. Social Media, which describes how viewers use social media and interact with others when it comes to documentary viewing.



Respondent Profile
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Please take note that far more people who identified as women answered the survey than people who identified as men. Also, the vast majority of respondents hail from Ontario and live in an urban area. (Similarly, in 2014, respondents were concentrated in two provinces: Ontario and B.C., and only 2% had a rural postal code.)



GENDER



REGION



URBAN



88%



SUBURBAN 7%



28%



RURAL



4%



MALE



4%



72% FEMALE



16-34



31% 35-54



18% 55-69



Atlantic



British Columbia



AGE



19%



2%



17% 70 +



2% 3% 78% Alberta



Saskatchewan Manitoba



Ontario



6% Quebec



12%



21% 14% 17%



28%



25%6% 18% 83% HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS



Most respondents are highly educated individuals and report an above average household income relative to the YES average Canadian household.



HOUSEHOLD INCOME



1% 14% 17%



HAVE CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME



28%



12% 21% 14% 28% 25%



YES



12% 21% 14% 28% 25%
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